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' Abstract

There is no consistent solar model which can describe all experimental data on the solar

neutrinos. The problem can be formulated essentially in a model independent way. The

key points are the comparison of the Homestake and the Kamiokande data as well as the

comparison of the GALLEX and SAGE results with minimal signal estimated from the solar

luminosity. It is argued that in such a comparison one should use the Homestake-II data

(only after 1986) with caution. The results of the model independent analysis show strong

suppression of the beryllium neutrino flux. The data can be well described by the resonant

flavor conversion. For the "low flux model" which can accommodate the Kamiokande signal,

a consistent solution can be found for the neutrino mass squared difference Am 2 = (0.3-

1.0). 10-s eV2 and values of mixing angle sin 2 20 > 5.10 -4 ("very small mixing solution").
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1 Introduction

The solar neutrino problem is usually formulated as disagreement of the experimental signals

[1 - 4] with the predictions of the "reference" standard solar models [5 - 9]_. The first

GALLEX results (1992) have boested new attempts to find non-neutrino physics solution of

the problem, and main points are the following.

1. GALLEX and la.ter SAGE signals exceed the signal from the standard pp-neutrino flux

as well as the minimal signal estimated from the luminosity of the Sun. The pp-neutrinos

compose the bulk of the solar neutrino flux and. its prediction is the most accurate and

reliable. Some suppression (0.6 - 0.7) of the observed Ga - signal can be related to smaller

fluxes of high energy neutrinos for which the predictions are strongly model dependent and

not as reliable as for pp-neutrinos.

2. Kamiokande II+III gives

(signal) = i0.5- 0.7) × (SSM),

i.e. the signal is in agreement with prediction within theoretical uncertainties estimated as

-,_40%.

3. The energy distribution of the Kamiokande events agrees with undistorted energy

spectrum of the boron neutrinos. However, the experimental errors are rather large and the

distortions implied by a number of neutrino physics solutions of the problem can not be

excluded.

4. The Homestake signal after 1986 is rather high: about 3 SNU. So that there is no direct

contradiction between the Homestake and the Kamiokande results. The boron neutrino flux

extracted from the Homestake data and the flux measured by Kamiokande agree within error
bars.

5. The difference between the Homestake results before 1986 and after 1986 may be just

a statistical fluctuation. The results before 1986 show time dependence which can be due

to some unknown systematics. Comparing the Homestake and the Kamiokande results one

should use tile Itomcstake data during the time of operation of the Kamiokande experiment.

In this period the signals from both experiments have no appreciable time dependence.

6. There are essential uncertainties in the extrapolated (to solar energies) cross-sections

air, a34 • Some latest experimental and theoretical studies indicate that the cross sections

can be 30 - 40 % below those used in the reference models [10,11].

lSome authors however refer to tile problem as to tile impossibility to explain tile data without introducing

new neutrino properties.
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7. The collective plasma effects are not taken into account appropriately. A number

of corrections may result in .Jiminishing of the opacity, and consequently, of the central

temperature of the Sun up to 2 - 3% [12].

8. There are another unresolved problems (e.g. _Li-surface concentration ) which may

testify for incomplete understanding of properties of the Sun (inner convection ?). This in

turn, puts the question mark on the reliability of the solar flux predictions, although it is

unclear what could be the impact of the solution of the 7Li problem on the inner structure
of the Sun and on the solar fluxes.

In this paper we will consider present status of the solar neutrino problem.

2 Data versus predictions

2.1 The data

1). The average Ar-production rate during all observation time (runs 18 - 126) equals

after background subtraction [1]

QA_ = 2.32 + 0.16(stat) -4-0.21(syst) SNU. (1)

For the present discussion it is instructive to divide the data into two parts: the data before

pump breaking in 1985 and after resuming the experiment in 1986. For the sake of brevity
we will call the data before 1986 as data from Homestake-I and after 1986 as data from

Homestake-II. The averaged signals are:

Q_ = 2.07 -4-0.25 SNU (Homestake - I, runs 18 - 89)

Q_t_ = 2.76 + 0.31 SNU (Homestake - II, runs _90 - 126). (2)

The latest data do not confirm the anticorrelation with solar activity: large number of

the sunspots in 1990 - 1991 .w_ accompanied by high counting rate; relatively small signal

was observed during quiet 1992. On the other hand, the data confirm 2 - 3 years period

variations of signal. An impressive increase of the At-production rate has been observed in

the time of solar flare in June 1991. This may testify for incomplete understanding of the

physics of the Sun or the Homestake experiment itself.

2). Ttle boron neutrino flux measured by Kamiokande II+III in the units (I)_ TM, where

4PSoSM-- 5.8. l06 cm -1 s-1 is the central value of flux predicted by the standard solar model

[51, is [21
(_ exp

R'_ +''' = - 0.50 + O.04(stat.) 4- O.06(syst.), (la). (3)
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Tile data agree with constant neutrino flux. No anticorrelations (or correlations) with solar

activity were found. Possible time variations should not exceed 30%. The energy dis-

tribution of events can be fitted with practically the same probabilities by constant and

MSW-nonadiabatic suppression factors.

3). The average Ge-production rate measured by GALLEX-I+II is [3]

QI+H 79 4- lO(stat)+ 7(syst) (la prelim.). (4)Ge --"

The combined error is ,,_ 12' SNU. The data are ,,_ 3a below the expected value 125 - 130
SNU.

4). Statistical analysis of the Ge-production rate in 15 runs of the experiment SAGE

gives [4]

Qa_ = 74q-19(slat) ± lO(syst) SNU (la prelim.). (5)

2.2 Comparison with model predictions

A comparison of experimental data with model predictions is given in Fig.1. There are
several immediate observations.

All the experiments have detected signals which are lower or much lower than the pre-

dictions of the "reference" standard solar models [15 - 19].

New measurements of nuclear cross-sections as well as plasma effects revision probably

will result in appreciable reduction of the boron neutrino flux. However, even the "low

flux models" [13, 14] which could accommodate the Kamiokande result predict the argon

production rate QA_ "_ (4.2- 4.5) SNU, whereas the experimental value of QA_ averaged

over all observation time is _ 8a smaller. For Ge-production rate these models give about

110 SNU, new GALLEX result is 2.5a lower (fig.l).

Supplzssion of signals in different experiments is different. The Homestake signal is

suppressed stronger than the K_miokande one: the double ratio,

(data/model)Hom/(data/model)K_m, is practically the same for all models:

0.58±0.12, [61

Rat = 0.57 4- 0.12, [7] . (6)
Rue

0.58 4- 0.11, [141

This statement can be relaxed if one takes the Cl- Ar data only for a period of the operation
of Kamiokande: R__ _ 0.69 4- 0.22

The difference in Ri testifies for the energy dependence of the suppression effects.
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3 Homestake versus Kamiokande

3.1 Model independent comparison. Contradiction?

One can perform a direct test of consistency of the Cl - Ar and Kamiokande results in

the modcl independent way [15]. Suppose that

1). there is no distortion of the energy spectrum of boron neutrinos and

2). the Kamiokande signal is due to the electron neutrino scatter';ng only.

Ill this casc Kamiokandc measures immediately the flux of the electron neutrinos from

boron dccay:

(I)13= (2.9 4-0.42). 106 cm-2s -'. (7)

This flux gives the contribution to Ar production rate:

Q]_ = 3.1 • 0.45 SNU (8)

t-)_ot_t The inclusion of the contri-which exceeds the total measured rate by ,-_ 2a: Q], > _a_ •

butions from Be- and other neutrinos strengthens the disagreement.

Main objection is that one should use the data only from Homestake-II when compare

with Kamiokande. The result (8) agrees with Homcstake-II signal (2) within la if the

contributions from all other neutrinos arc strongly suppressed.

3.2 Boron neutrino flux from Homestake and Kamiokande

One can confront the Homestakc and Kamiokandc data comparing the boron neutrino

fluxes measured by Kamiokandc and extracted from the Homestake experiment. It was

claimed in [1, 14] that the Kamiokande flux and the flux extracted from Homestake-II are

in agreement. However this statement is the result of selection of the data. Indeed, in [1]

1). the data from Kamiokande-II where used only,

2). the threshold E th = 9.3 MeV was chosen,

3). it was suggested that the contribution to QA_ from the boron neutrinos is rB =:

QBA_/Qa_= 0.77 of all signal.. This number corresponds to the Bahcall-Ulrich model, ttow-
ever for the models with low flux of boron neutrinos the contribution of boron neutrinos is

typically smaller: rB = 0.69 - 0.70.

Using the data from both the Kamiokande-II and the Kamiokande-III, the threshold

E th = 7.5 MeV and the boron contribution ro = 0.7, one gets the picture shown in fig.2.

The flux extracted from the llomcstakc-]l is systematically lower than that mea_sured by

Kamiokande. The average value of flux is

- II) = (1.8+0.2). 10 -' (9)
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i.e. about 2.5a lower than the Kamiokande flux (7). This situation can be described also in

"boron - beryllium" neutrino plot (see sect.5.1).
I

3.3 Statistical fluctuation?

In principle, it is correct to use only the Homestake-II data when comparing with

Kamiokande. However, let us consider the Homestake-II results more carefully. In fig.3a is

shown the distribution of number of runs n with a given Ar-production rate NA,.: n = n(NAr)

for Homestake-II. Fig. 3b and 3c. show the distribution of the Homestake-I runs as well as

the result of Monte Carlo simulation for average production rate corresponding to QAr = 2.3

SNU. As follows from these figures the shape of the Homestake-II distribution disagrees with

both Monte Carlo and with the Homestake-I results. Note that the latter is well described by

simulations. The distribution of Homestake-II runs has two components: one component is

in a good agreement with simulation for QA,. = 2.3 SNU. Another component is a thin peak

in the interval NA,. = 0.7-0.9 at/day, i.e. there is an excess of runs with high counting rate.

14 runs (among 34) where found in the indicated interval, whereas the simulation gives 4

runs only. Also the shape of the Hor_estake-II distribution can not be reproduced by Monte

Carlo simulation with average QA,. = 3 SNU.

For comparison we show, the corresponding distribution for the GALLEX experiment

(fig. 3d), where the number of runs (30) is about that in Homestake-II.

What could be the interpretation of the excess observed by Homestake-II? The peak

in the distribution can be a statistical fluctuation. In this case one expects in future that

average value after 1986 will approach present average value for all runs. The peak could

be a result of some systematics (background ?). After subtraction of the peak one gets the

result which agrees with average value 2.3 SNU.

Using the Homestake-II result one should explain the shape of the distribution as well

as the difference of the Homestake-I and Homestake-II signals, i.e. the change of the signal
with time.
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4 Splitting of cycle. Cross sections. Luminosity nor-
malization

The important relations and dependencies concerning the solar neutrino fluxes can be ob-

tained immediately from some general astrophysical notions without modeling.

4.1 Splitting of the cycle

The pp-cycle is splited: there are several branches of the reactions (fig.4). It is this

branching that results in the uncertainties of the predictions of the neutrino fluxes. No

branching - no (or almost no) problem. Indeed, without splitting the fluxes of the neutrinos

produced in the first, say pp-, and the subsequent, say B-decay, reactions are equal and

coincide with number of chains per second: (I)pp= (I)B - N. (Strictly speaking this implies

also the nuclear reactions equilibrium, i.e. that there is enought time for the termination of

chains). Moreover, if the Sun is in thermal equilibrium, the number of chains is fixed by the

total solar luminosity. It is the branching that depends on the solar conditions as well as on
the nuclear cross-sections.

3He -branching. There are two main possibilities for 3He • to interact with another

nuclei 3He which means that in this chain the second pp-neutrino is produced or to interact

with 4He, producing _Be, and consequently beryllium or boron neutrinos. The "branching

ratio" r is determined by corresponding cross-sections and concentrations (n3, n,)"

r < _34v > n4
= (10)

1-r <_a3v> n3

Since in both reactions the electric charges of nuclei are the same, the dependence of branch-

ing on the temperature of the Sun is rather weak. The most important dependence of the

branching is that on the cross-sections (astrophysical factors). The concentration of the

3He itself depends on the cross-section U33, Main channel of the 3He disappearance is the

3He-4 -3 He - reaction; its probability is proportional to W (x rt_a33, therefore the equilibrium

concentration of 3He equals n3 (x l/V/" _. Adding the effect of another channel, aHe +4 He,

gives n3 cx (a33)-°'56. Substituting this relation in (10) one finds the dependence of branching

ratio on the cross-sections (astrophysical factors)[9]'

0"34
rcx (11)

Bc - branching. 7Be can capture the electron, emitting the beryllium neutrino, or can

interact with proton, producing the boron - 8 which in turn decays with emission of the
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boron neutrino. The branching ratio, r',

r t <_ O'17V _ nl
= • -- (12)

1 - r' We ne

strongly depends on the temperature due to the Coulomb barrier for the p 7 Be-reaction.

Evidently it is proportional to the cross section a17. In (12) nl and ne are the concentrations

of the protons and the electrons.

Using the parameters r, r' one can find the following relations between the number of
chains and the fluxes of different neutrinos:

i

N,
(I)pp= 2(2- r) , (I)s_ = 2r(2- r') , (I), = 2 ' (13)

(compare with the toy case).

4.2 Solar luminosity and the normalization of the neutrino flux

The chain of the nuclear reactions results in hydrogen burning, production of the 4He

4p+ 2e- __,4He + 2ue + Q, (14)

and energy release Q = M(*He)-4Mp + 2Me ,,m26.7 MeV. It is supposed that the Sun is in

thermal equilibrium, i.e. total luminosity of the Sun equals the nuclear energy release QN.

If the energy release is approximately constant then one can write the equality

Lo = QN- L,_, (15)

here L_ is the neutrino luminosity. The total energy release and the neutrino luminosity can

be expressed in terms of the neutrino fluxes (I)i , i = pp, Be, B, ... as

Q
QN = "_ Z _Pi, L,, = y]_ El'h,, (16)

i i

where in the first equality we have taken into account that in each chain of reactions two

neutrinos are emitted. In the second equality Ei is the average energy of the neutrino

from the i-reaction. Substituting (16) in (15) one gets the desired luminosity normalization
condition for the neutrino fluxes:

_.,(Q-E,)¢,=L o. (17)
I

Note that according to the SSM the pp-neutrinos compose practically 93% of the sum in (17),

Be-neutrinos give only 7%, the contributions from other neutrinos are negligible. Therefore.t

8
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the luminosity condition is sensitive mainly to the pp-, and ttle beryllium neutrinos. Ne-

glecting also tile contribution from the vBe one gets the estimation of the pp-neutrino flux:

2Lo

(b,p _ Q_ 2Epp" (18)

4.3 Time variations of the energy release?

One remark is in order. Using the equality (15) one should keep in mind the difference

in time. Present (electromagnetic) luminosity of the Sun L® is determined by energy release

about td .'_ 106 - 107 years ago, and more precisely, the condition of thermal equilibrium
should be written as

Lo(t) = QN(t - td) -- L_(t - td). (19)

The variations of the energy release on the time scales t << td are averaged out and

luminosity gives an information about the averaged energy release and the average neutrino

fluxes. In the Standard Solar Models there is no appreciable changes of QN during 10r years.

However, short term variations of QN (105 years, 22 years, 2 years, months, hours?) related
to some instabilities in the core of the Sun are not excluded.

5 Analysis of all data

5.1 "VB -- VBe"-plot

It is convenient to analyze the data using the vB - vB,-plot - the plot of the boron and

beryllium neutrino fluxes [9], [16] (fig.5). Let us measure the neutrino fluxes, &; in the units

of fluxes _o predicted by a certain reference SSM:

_i _
¢0

For definiteness we take for _0 the central values of Bahcall-Ulrich model. In terms of ¢i

thesignals in different experiments can be written as:

= CB, (20)

C)other (21)QA; = 6.1¢B + 1.1¢B_ + _,tr ,

f)oth_ (22)Qce = 14¢s + 34¢B_ + 71¢pp + ,_a_ •

In (20) it was suggested that there is no distortion of the boron neutrino spectrum and

tl_c signal is stipulated by the electron neutrino only. In (21,22) the numerical coefficients
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(in SNU's) correspond to chosen reference model. For fixed reference model the coefficients

are determined by the cross-sections of ttle neutrino interactions in detectors. ¢3othe_and"_ Ar

QotherGe are the contributions from other fluxes which are typically smaller than the explicitly
indicated contributions.

The flux of the pp-neutrinos can be extracted from the L_) normalization condition.

Neglecting all the contributions in (17) apart from pp- and Be- contributions one gets

Cp_+ kCs_ = 1 + k, (23)

where

k = Q - 2EB_ . __.___
, Q-2Epp (I)° 'PP

and k _ 0.075 in SSM [5]. Substituting (23) in (22) one finds:

Qa_ r)oth¢__ 71(1 + k)= (34 - 71k)¢se -]-14¢,. (24)"g Ge

The experimental data on QA_, QG_ and R_ and the estimations of Qoth_ give according to

(20, 21, 24) the allowed regions (strips) for each experiment shown on the "boron- beryllium"

plot.

5.2 Confronting all data

In fig.5 are shown the regions allowed at l a level by the Homestake, Kamiokande and

GALLEX experiments. We have suggested that Qothe_= QO/2" Zero values of Qoth_, slightly

relax the bounds (see below). As follows from fig.5 the Homestake and Kamiokande results

imply strong suppression of the uu_- flux. There is no intersection of corresponding la-

allowed regions in the uB- us_-plot. The intersection of 2a-allowed regions appears for

values of ¢)(uu_) being 2.5 times smaller than the predictions of the reference models.

The disagreement between the Kamiokande and Homestake relaxes (but does not disap-

pear) if one takes the Homestake-II results. In this case the intersection of la-allowed regions

appears for (I)(us_) < lO%m-_s -1, i.e. for 5 times smaller flux than reference models predict.

Moreover, as we have mentioned the data after 1986 show some statistical inconsistency.

New GALLEX-I+II results have small errors which allow to make some important conclu-

sions. GALLEX signal is just slightly higher than the signal expected from the pp-neutrinos.

Therefore if there is no conversion of pp-neutrinos for which one has rather accurate predic-

tions, the GALLEX data testify for strong suppression of the contributions from all other

components of the neutrino flux and first of all from the beryllium neutrinos.

The intersection of la regions allowed by GALLEX and Kamiokande on "UB-- UU_"-plot

giyes the same (factor of 5) suppression of q)(z_n_)as Itomestake and Kamiokande give.
.I
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6 Neither astrophysics nor osciliat']ons?.

6.1 Astrophysics

The astrophysical solutions fit the conditions formulated in sect. 3.1 and consequently,

meet the problems discussed above. A number of modifications of solar models were sug-

gested which result in decrease of the central temperature of the Sun, T_. However, Tc

decrease suppresses the boron neutrino flux stronger than the beryllium neutrino flux, and

consequently, the double ratio in (6) becomes even smaller. Essentially for this reason a

combined fit of all the data for arbitrary astrophysical parameters is rather bad - any astro-

physical solution is excluded at 98% C.L. [16].

6.2 Nuclear physics solution

Using (10) one can estimate the dependence of the fluxes on the cross- sections:

ACBe A0"34
~ (] - (25)

_Be a34

Precise study gives the coefficient 0.81 [5I. Boron neutrino flux has similar dependence on

0"34. Evidently ACB/¢B " Ao'17/o'17. A decrease of the astrophysical factor SiT allow to

suppress the boron neutrino flux without changes of the Be-neutrino flux as well as the solar

model. However, present data testify for strong suppression of CB,. Certainly, 30 - 40 %

reduction of the $34 is not enough to solve the problem. According to (fig.5) the desired

suppression of Be-branch of the pp-cycle implies strong (factor 3 - 5) suppression of the

astrophysical factor $34 or even more strong (10 times)increase (see (11)) of Ss3 [9]. An

appreciable increase of $33 could be related to the existence of the hypothetical 3He - 3He

resonance. Obviously, strong suppression of the Be-branch gives also strong reduction of

UB-flux. The "astrophysical" suppression of the Be-flux may imply an essential modification

of solar models, since Be-neutrinos are related (according to (17)) to _ 7% of the Sun

luminosity fixed with 0.2% accuracy. The plasma effects are basically reduced to diminishing

of the central solar temperature which in turn results in more strong suppression of vB-flux

than uB,-flux, i.e. does not solve the problem.

The increase of the cross-section of the pp-rcaction works essentially as the decrease of

the central temperature [16].

Formally one could suppress the beryllium line by strong diminishing a34 (or increasing

a33), tile corresponding decrease of the boron flux could be compensated by increase of alT

or/and the temperature.

ll
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6.3 Large, small, very small?

All the data obtained so far can be easily reconciled with predictions of the reference

standard solar models by the resonant flavor conversion (MSW-effect)[18] v, _ v_,(v,). The

best description of tim data can be obtained for small mixing angles when the suppression

pit is rather thin, so that the pp-neutrinos are outside the pit, the Be-neutrinos are at the

bottom and the boron neutrinos are on the non-adiabatic edge (see fig. fi). Note that in this
case the conditions of sect. 3.1 are broken: the Homestake and Kamiokande data can be

reconciled due to more strong suppression of low energy part of the boron neutrino spectrum

which does not contribute to the Kamiokande signal and due to an additional contribution

to Kamiokande from the scattering of the converted t,_ (t,,) via neutral currents. For the

reference models [61 the data pick up the region of parameters (see fig. 7):

Am 2 = (0.5- 1.2). 10-5 eV 2, sin2 20 = (0.3- 1.0)-10 -2. (26)

Also the region of large mixing solution is not excluded:

Am 2 = (1 - 3). 10-5 eV 2, sin2 28 = (0.65 - 0.85). (27)

Although the solar neutrino problem can be formulated in a model independent way

the implications of the results, and in particular, the appropriate regions of the neutrino

parameters depend on the predicted fluxes. The boron neutrino flux being strongly involved

in this determination has rather large uncertainties. In the model [6] they estimated to be at

the level 40%. The changes of the cross sections and plasma effect revision may reduce the

predicted boron neutrino flux to that measured by Kamiokande. From this one c._nconclude
that

1). the uncertanties of the vs-flux can not be considered as just the statistical ones,

2). probably, these uncertainties will not be essentially diminished in near future (at

least to the moment when new solar neutrino experiments will start to work),

3). one should try to solve the problem without referring to the original (theoretical)

value of the boron neutrino flux. This flux can be considered as free parameter which should

be determined from the experiments.

Let us discuss in this connection the solution of the problem in the context of the "low flux

models" which predict the boron neutrino flux at the level of that measured by Kamiokande.

In other words let us suppose that R_, --, 1. Strong suppression of the beryllium flux and

weak suppression of the pp- as well as the boron neutrino fluxes can be obtained for very

sn_all mixing angles when tile high energy part of the boron neutrino spectrum is at the top,

whereas the beryllium neutrinos are at the bottom of the nonadiabatic edge (see fig. 6).

12



For small mixing angles ( down to sin2 20 ,-, 3.10 -4) the nonadiab _tic edge can be well

described by the; Landau-Zener formula [19]:

PB = PLz -- exp (---E_) , (28)

where
Am21n sin 2 20

E._ = (29)cos 20

and I, - Id In n_l. Taking into account the effect of the neutral currents one has

Ps + - PB). (30)

Using (28, 29) one finds the desired value of mixing angle:

EB In PB, (31)
sin2 20 _ Am21--------_

where EB ",_ 10 MeV is the average energy of the detected part of the boron neutrino

spectrum. The suppression of the beryllium neutrinos can be found from

PB¢ = (PB) Es/E_" • (32)

According to (31), with increase of PB the allowed region of the neutrino parameters is

shifted to small mixings by factor In Ps/In P_. For PB = 0.8 or 0.9 one gets the factors 4

and 9 correspondingly and

. sin2 20 = (0.5- 1.5). 10-3. (33)

The values of the mass difference, Am 2 -,_(0.3 - 1). 10-s eV 2, are fixed essentially by the

condition E_ a_ < E_ < EB¢, i.e. that the adiabatic edge (E_) of the pit is between the

highest energy of the pp-spectrum and the energy of the beryllium line.

The "very small mixing" solution is characterized by weak distortion of high energy

part of the boron neutrino spectrum and by small effect of the neutral currents in this

energy region. Indeed, according to (28) the change of the suppression factor, APB --

PB(E_) - PB(E_), in the energy interval E_ - E2 is

APo = Ps(E2) - (Ps(E2)) E2/E' • (34)

Suppose E2/E_ = 2, then using (34) and (30) one gets AR_, = 0.07 for P_ = 0.9, whereas

AR_ = 0.21 for reference value PB = 0.5. The contribution of the neutral currents to the ve
tt _

scattering is _ 6 times smallcr than in case of reference models. Therefore, measuring the
,1
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distortion of the energy spectrum and the effects of neutral currents in future experiments

one can find the values of neutrino parameters and the original flux of boron neutrinos (for

details see [20]).

Note that the region of very small angles (33) may be natural for mixing of the first

and third generations so that the solar neutrino deficit could be explained by the v_ _ t,_

conversion. Such a scenario can be realized in the supersymmetric SO(10) with unique

scale of symmetry violation. Although mixing (33) can be described without fine tuning by
formula

0e_=] m_m_ e_0v l, (35)

which corresponds to the Ve-- t', mixing, here mr and m, are the masses of the electron and

muon, ¢ is a phase and 0v is the angle related to diagonalization of the neutrino mass matrix.

The relation (35) between the angles and the masses is similar to the relation in quark sector

which follows naturally from the Fritzsch ansatz for mass matrices. Such a possibility can

be realized in terms of the see-saw mechanism of the neutrino mass generation.

6.4 "Detection solution"

It is not excluded that the problem has the "detection" solution, i.e. that some experi-

mental results are interpreted incorrectly.

The GALLEX results are rather stable and convincing. It is difficult to expect appreciable

changes of numbers. The calibration experiment may result probably in increase of the

measured neutrino flux. The SAGE experiment confirms the GALLEX results.

Kamiokande results are stable and the experiment had been (at least partly) calibrated.

Homestake experiment shows the strongest suppression of signal. There is no calibration.

Some features of the data have small statistical probability, e.g., very low signal during 1978

(five runs with near to zero counting rate), high signal during 1986 - 1992, the peak in the

distribution "number of runs with a given counting rate" in the region NAt ": 0.7- 0.8

at/day. There is no explanation of the increase of signal during some solar flares.

What kind of changes in the existing experimental data could make the non-neutrino

physics solution preferable?

(i). The signal from C1- experiment at the level QAr _>4 SNU certainly changes the status

of the problem. Such a situation could be explained by lower central solar temperature (e.g.

as the consequence of the plasma effects revision) or/and by the astrophysical factors Sir

and $34 being (30 - 40)% smaller. In this case for the Gallium experiments one expects

Qae _>100 SNU, i.e. 2a higher than GALLEX result.

(ii). Suppose that the vc-scattering experiment gives the boron neutrino flux suppressed
:l
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by factor of 5 (instead of 2) in comparison with reference model flux. If then the Be-neutrino

flux is diminished by 40%, one gets the At- production rate Qar "_ 2.3 SNU in agreement with

Homestake result. For the Ga-experiment again a large effect is predicted: QG, _ 100 SNU.

The indicated situation can be reproduced by both the decrease of the central temperature

and the cross-sections (especially, Sir).

Let us underline in this connection the importance of present GALLEX result as well as

further diminishing of the experimental errors.

7 Conclusion

1. There is no consistent solar model which can explain all existing experimental data

on the solar neutrinos.

2. Boron neutrino flux measured by Kamiokande II+III gives the argon production rate

which exceeds total signal measured by the Homestake experiment. (It is supposed that the

Kamiokande signal is due to uce-scattering). Including the effects of neutrinos from other

reactions strengthens the disagreement.

3. The disagreement between the Kamiokande and Homestake results relaxes (but does

not disappear) if one takes the Homestake results after 1986, i.e. during the time of operation
of Kamiokande II+III. The boron neutrino flux extracted from the Homestake-II data is

about 2.5a below the Kamiokande flux. However one should use the Homestake data alone

with caution. The Homestake-II signal is appreciably higher than the Homestake-I signal.

Moreover, the shape of the distribution: number of runs with a given Ar-production rate,

n -- n(NAr), after 1986 does not agree with Monte-Carlo simulation which describes rather

well the distribution of Homestake-I runs. After 1986 the distribution has a thin peak in

the interval Nat = 0.7 - 0.9 at/day. If the excess is the statistical fluctuation, one expects

in future the convergence of the Homestake-II results to the average value for all runs. The

peak could be a result of some systematics (background ?); its removing gives the average

after 1986 in agreement with the average during all observation time.

The Homestake and Kamiokande results imply strong suppression of the vBe- flux. New

GALLEX-I+II results with smaller errors give the important bounds. They (as well as SAGE

results) are at the level of minimal signal which follows from the luminosity normalization

condition. The signal practically coincides with sum of signals induced by unsuppressed

pp-ncutrino flux (according to luminosity normalization) and by boron neutrino flux as

measured by Kamiokande.
:l

6. Present data testify for strong suppression of the beryllium neutrino flux. Certainly,
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30 - 40 % reduction of the astrophysical factor $34 is not enough to solve tile problem.

The desired suppression of Be-branch of the pp-cycle implies strong increase of 5'33 (SHe -

3He resonance ?). Plasma effects are basically reduced to the decrease of the central solar

temperature which in turn results in more strong suppression of uB-flux than UBe-flux, i.e.

does not solve the problem.

7. New measurements of nuclear cross-sections as well as plasma effects revision will

result probably in essential reduction of the boron neutrino flux. However, even "Minimal

flux models" which could accommodate the Kamiokande flux predict the argon production

rate Qar '-_ (4.2-4.5) SNU, whereas experimental value of QA,. averaged over all observation

time is _ 8a smaller. For germanium production rate these models give about 110 SNU,

new GALLEX result is 2.5a lower.

8. The situation when the fluxes of the pp-neutrinos and the boron neutrinos are unsup-

pressed (or weakly suppressed), whereas the beryllium neutrino flux is strongly suppressed

can be easily reproduced by resonant flavor conversion (MSW). The solution corresponds to

thin suppression pit (as function of energy) which is realized at Am 2 .-, (0.3- 1). 10-5 eV2

and small values of mixing angle sin2 20 = (0.8- 1.5). 10-a. In this case for high energy part

of us spectrum one predicts a weak distortion and small effect of neutral currents.

9. It is not excluded that the problem may have a "detection solution", i.e. that inter-

pretation of the results of some (one ?) experiments is incorrect.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Comparison of the observed signals (hatched regions) with predictions of different

solar models: 1, 2- Bahcall-Pinsonneault (with and without diffusion) [6], 3- Castellani et

al. [9], 4- Turck-Chieze - Lopez [7], 5- Bertomieu et al [8], 6- Schramm and Shi [13], 7-

Dar and Shaviv [14].

Fig. 2. A comparison of the boron neutrino flux measured by Kamiokande-II+III (solid)

with that extracted from Homestake results (dashed).

Fig. 3. The number of runs of the Homestake experiment with a given Ar-production rate.

a). Homestake-II (runs 90 - 126) ; b). the Homestake-I runs; c). Monte-Carlo simulation

(from [1]). In fig.3d we show for comparison the corresponding distribution of runs for

GALLEX experiment (30 runs).

Fig. 4. Branching of the pp-nuclear reaction chain.

Fig. 5. /,B--vB_-plot. The lihes restrict 1a-regions allowed by the Homestake, GALLEX and

Kamiokande experiments. Figures at the curves are the Ge-production rate in SNU's. Dotted

lines show the la region allowed by Homestake measurements after 1986 (Homestake-II).

Fig. 6. The suppression factor due to the MSW-effect as function of the neutrino energy for

different values of sin 220 (figures at the curves). Also shown is the energy spectrum of solar

neutrinos (hatched).

Fig. 7. The Am 2 - sin2 26 regions of the solutions of the solar neutrino problem for different

values of the original boron neutrino flux: (I)s = r_ ssM, where _SSM is from [6].
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